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ABSTRACT 
Iowa State is located in the Midwestern United States, well known by its great plain and 
agriculture industry. Iowa has also been considered as one of the safest states to live in, which 
can also be referred to a boring place. When individuals talk about Iowa, the image mentioned 
above is the only thing across their minds. However, there are much more behind the Stereotypes 
of Iowa. 
The goal of this project is to propose a brand identity system for Iowa that primarily 
through the illustration approach representing the values of Iowa. Through literature review, 
existing case analysis, and graphic design, an Iowa state brand identity has been developed to 
uniquely present the diversity, peacefulness, and humanity of Iowa State. Targeted towards 
people outside Iowa as well as residents of Iowa in the process, this identity serves as a brand-
new representation and presents more comprehensive values of Iowa.
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CHAPTER 1.    INTRODUCTION  
1.1 Background Information and Project Purpose  
The industry of regional branding and peripheral products has a direct effect on the way 
people perceive a region to some extent “Regional branding is aimed at creating a more 
distinctive image or reputation, which helps to increase regional competitiveness.”  (Messely, 
Dessein, & Lauwers, 2010) The identity of the region can be used to differentiate it from others. 
A branding system regarding as a whole creates a distinctive image by integrating iconic 
elements and highlighting the distinguishing features in the design process, and offers local 
products as well as service accordingly.  
The relationship of existing peripheral products of Iowa is not specifically correlated, for 
the reason that these products are not following a coherent branding system. For instance, there 
are Iowa state welcome signs (2013) on the side of highway within the Iowa State boundary, 
launched in 1999, whose design principal and visual elements do not correlated with any other 
Iowa related merchandise displayed in the airport souvenir shop. Besides, the design for Iowa 
souvenirs, such as postcards, magnet stickers and etc, has no distinct difference with others. For 
example, the only distinction between magnet stickers sold in Des Moines International Airport 
and sold in Reagan National Airport in Washington D.C. is the replacement of city name and the 
related iconic visual elements. 
The purpose of the project is to create a comprehensive branding system, targeted 
towards people both live in Iowa and outside Iowa, and share a broader value and more up-to-
date value of Iowa along with three key words, diversity, humanity and peacefulness 
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1.2 Existing Cases Analysis 
There are some successful cases in the use of brand identity approach to share the value 
and to emphasize the presence of the specific regions. 
New York  
I love NY (Glaser,1977) is one of the most iconic regional branding in contemporary 
design history. It was coined in 1977 by the New York State Department of Economic 
Development and designed by graphic designer Milton Glaser.  
I love NY is not only a logo, but also a slogan and an advertising song to promote 
tourism in New York state and became widely influential across the world eventually. What  
makes the logo special is, first of all, innovative, as it was the first instances of using a heart 
shape indicating the word love. The placement of the capital letters I on top and NY below is 
believed influenced by Robert Indiana’s LOVE (1976), another iconic pop art image.  
Secondly, the typeface and color of the logo is highly contrasted and emotion-infused. Using 
American Typewriter font, a slab serif typeface with prestige and heritage, can show playfulness 
and liveliness over the smooth rounded edges, matching up with the spirit of New York 
perfectly. Besides, The colors code of bright red heart, black letters and white background is 
pretty eye-catching. Last is the mass application and mimic of I love NY logo. It has been 
applied to T-shirt, mug and poster, and iterated by other brands. The massive promotional 
materials and souvenirs embedded in the image go down deep in everyone’s heart. 
Minnesota 
In 2016, Minnesota launched its new logo (State of Minnesota, 2016) as a state brand 
image, which has updated in all agencies within the state. With a san-serif font and overlapping 
letter M and N, the logo shares a reliable and authoritative character of Minnesota in a 
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contemporary context. At the same time, the color of dark blue and light green represents “the 
land of 10,000 lakes” and the homage to the woods and waters.  
Paris 
In 2016, the Paris Convention and Visitors Bureau launched the branding of Paris 
(Graphéine, 2016). The featured a towering “A” of “Paris” indicates the city landmark Eiffel 
Tower and a vivid “i” refers to the information that the Paris Convention and Visitors Bureau can 
provide to the visitors.  
The success here in the Paris branding is not only the impressive logo, but also the series 
of illustrations and applications of the logo on different products that are coherent within the 
brand identity system. 
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CHAPTER 2.    LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Stereotypes of Iowa 
The online articles and researches about the stereotypes of Iowa can be categorized into 
two groups, people living in Iowa and people living outside of the state. “When out-of-staters 
hear people come from Iowa, they would feel sorry as they think the only thing good in Iowa is 
flying over.” (Kendall, 2015) The main stereotypes of Iowa of out-of-staters can be concluded as 
six pieces: “Iowa is flat; There is nothing in Iowa but cornfields; There is nothing to do in Iowa 
but watch the corn grow; Everyone in Iowa is a farmer; Everyone in Iowa lives in the country; 
Iowans are rednecks,” (Kendall, 2015) which are not true about Iowa. Actually, Iowa has not 
only flat plains but also rolling hills especially in the South and Northeast part of Iowa. “There 
are plenty of rural communities and small towns across Iowa, but Iowa's population is actually 
more urban than rural.” (Kendall, 2015) “People like to joke that Iowans are rednecks and hicks, 
but the joke is on them because Iowa has the highest literacy and graduation rates, and Iowa City 
is one of the six UNESCO Cities of Literature.” (Kendall, 2015) 
As for the stereotypes of Iowa from Iowans themselves, they can give out some keywords 
accordingly, “such as Neighborly, Family oriented, Hard-working, Frugal, Religious, Patriotic, 
Unpretentious, and Nice. Students often bring up a seeming contradiction in the Iowa character.” 
(Doak, 2014) “While Iowans tend to be friendly, at the same time, there are a certain 
standoffishness, a mind-your-own-business mentality and a coolness to strangers.” (Doak, 2014) 
“Meredith Willson expressed it in the lyrics to ‘Iowa Stubborn’ in ‘The Music Man’: ‘We can 
stand touchin' noses For a week at a time; And never see eye-to-eye. But we'll give you our shirt 
and a back to go with it, If your crops should happen to die. So, what the heck, you're welcome, 
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Glad to have you with us. Even though we may not ever mention it again.’”( Doak, 2014) which 
means traditionally Iowans think themselves both nice but at the same time stubborn.  
According to the literature above, I can conclude that Iowans sometimes are 
contradictory about their own characteristic and do not have a clear identity of themselves. 
2.2 Values of Iowa 
Behind the Stereotypes people hold about Iowa, there is much more values about this 
Midwestern state. Upon the literature review and case analysis, I concluded three main up-to-
date and outstanding values of Iowa: Humanity, Diversity, and Peacefulness, which are also 
presented in the design, coherently along with the branding system.  
As for humanity, Iowa has the highest literacy rate in the nation according to Iowa 
government. In addition, Iowa has a lot of cultural events and activities. For example, Iowa has 
the world’s largest bike-touring event RAGBRAI, the acronym of the Register’s Annual Great 
Bicycle Ride Across Iowa, which is a non-competitive bicycle riding event organized by The 
Des Moines Register. “The ride goes across the state of Iowa from west to east and draws 
recreational riders from across the United States and many foreign countries.”(RAGBRAI) 
Another example is the Antique Airplane Association, Inc. (AAA) first held in 1973, is the oldest 
antique airplane association in the world located in Blakesburg, Iowa. They are an organization 
of  “people with a deep-seated interest in old airplanes, for the purpose of flying, to preserve, to 
share and to promote the early flying machines.”(2019) 
Diversity has become an emerging key value for Iowa, for the reason that, on the one 
hand, there are diverse landscape features in Iowa that perhaps even unknown by people from 
outside of Iowa, such as Des Moines Lobe, Southern Iowa Drift Plain, Loess Hills, Paleozoic 
Plateau and so forth, according to Landscape Features of Iowa (2017). On the other hand, 
according to 2000 to 2010 Statewide Population Trends published by U.S. Census Bureau, we 
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can find that “While Iowa historically has been one of the most homogenous states with respect 
to race and ethnicity, the state is becoming notably more diverse. All other minority groups, 
including people who identify two or more races, have grown significantly as well.” (Iowa 
Legislature) Iowa is becoming more diverse from a future perspective. 
“Peacefulness has been a keyword for Iowa for ages, as for it has the least violent state, 
eighth lowest murder rate and ninth unemployment rate in the United States.” (Stebbins, Comen, 
& Sauter, 2017) The reason of the safe environment is because that“In Iowa, a strong job market 
may partially explain relatively peaceful conditions. Only 3.1% of the state’s workforce is out of 
a job, well below the 4.3% unemployment rate nationwide. Similarly, there were only 286 
violent crimes for every 100,000 residents in 2015 compared to 373 violent crimes per 100,000 
nationwide.” (Stebbins, Comen, & Sauter, 2017) This peacefulness of the environment and 
works lead to a peaceful life and mind of every people living in Iowa. 
2.3 Illustration for Brand Identity 
In order to specify the design approach, which is the most suitable way in the brand 
identity system of Iowa, firstly, I restate the values of Iowa according to the previous section, 
which is humanity, diversity, and peacefulness. To perfectly demonstrate these values and 
qualities in the brand identity system of Iowa, I determined to use a basic logotype to represent 
the state straightforwardly and concisely. On top of that, I would like to explore different 
approaches of branding to found out an approach that is rich enough to demonstrate the diversity, 
as well as exquisite and emotional enough to demonstrate humanity and peacefulness. Then 
illustration comes into my sight as “Illustration has the ability to reimagine reality in a way that 
is familiar yet delightfully uncommon, which makes it particularly useful when an idea is 
difficult to explain. It’s a powerful way to cut through distractions and relate complex emotions 
quickly.” (Bowers, 2017) Illustration is as well a perfect combination with logotype to form an 
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integrated brand identity system. Because “An illustration system is a way to enrich a brand’s 
visual language and say more nuanced things that a logo, color scheme, typeface, or even words 
cannot convey alone.” (Bowers, 2017) as it could be complementary with the logotype to 
demonstrate every aspect and value of Iowa as a whole. 
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CHAPTER 3.    DESIGN PROCESS 
3.1 Mission Statement 
The first step of my design process begins with finding the target audience of the brand. 
As I already mentioned in the background information, people from outside of Iowa who know 
little and have stereotypes about Iowa. One of the major missions of the brand is to target the 
people from outside of Iowa to share the information and up-to-date values of Iowa and finally 
eliminate the stereotypes. Moreover, the mission of Iowa brand is not only to share our value of 
Iowa with people from outside, but also to refine and reinforce the values of Iowa and provide a 
clear vision of the identity of Iowa, to the people of Iowa ourselves. 
After determined the target audience of the brand, I moved  forward to specify the 
message which I am trying to deliver to the audience through the design. From the previous 
Chapter 2, Literature Review, I already summarized the values of Iowa in three words: 
Humanity, diversity, peacefulness. But what specifically do they mean, and how can I express 
them efficiently in my design not only in the contents but also in the design process? First of all, 
humanity means the nature of being a human. It also means the concern of human culture and 
liberal art, including literature, history, art, music, etc. In my design, the most apparent element 
is the human touch within every stroke of the hand-crafted illustrations, and the form of 
illustration itself, is a more artistic demonstration of the brand identity compared to the logo and 
other approaches. Otherwise, I also incorporated the idea with humanity in my logo design. 
Secondly, diversity means the state of being diverse, showing a significant amount of variety and 
differences. In terms of the design process, I show the diversity not only on the diverse contents 
and sceneries shown in the illustrations, but also on the variety of the color palettes and textures 
that are applied to the illustrations and applications. Thirdly, peacefulness means the absence of 
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conflict and violence, moreover, the peace of mind of every person in Iowa. In my design process, 
peacefulness is emphasized both through the concept of the logotype and the content of the 
illustrations. Rounded lines and wavy shape the fundamental elements of the logo design and 
represent the peaceful and harmonious lifestyle in Iowa. The illustrations depict the peaceful and 
harmonious relationship between people and nature in Iowa.  
3.2 Logo Design 
The logo is the simplest yet essential part of a brand, as it gives the first impression of the 
brand to the user. In terms of the brand of Iowa, it is especially vital for me to take the design of 
the logo with a comprehensive understanding and thoughtful craft because it is representing the 
whole state as a brand.  
The first criteria of a logo are the readability and legibility. Unlike a regular company 
logo which always targets a specific audience group, the state brand is for everyone from 
children to seniors, of different cultural background from inside and outside of the state. So the 
logo should be more inclusive and easier to read. This is why I decided to use only a logotype 
without any symbols or complicated graphics.  
My first step is to list out the primary attributes of the brand I would like to show with in 
the logo. They are precisely the Iowa value that I mentioned in the previous chapters: Humanity, 
Diversity, Peacefulness. Within the scope of an inclusive and easy-to-read logo, I first came up 
these two drafts, one with the “O” and “A” going up and down to indicate diversity and the other 
one is the “OWA” connected on a wavy line which indicates the peaceful and harmonious 
lifestyle. On both of the drafts, the “i” are isolated and using a lower case “i” instead of a capital 
“I,” because first, the lower case “i” is representing a human figure with the dot as the head of a 
human. Second, the lower case “i” is more identical than the capital “I,” which is sometimes 
confused with the lower case “l,” especially in san-serif fonts.  
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Then based on the first two drafts, I developed a third draft incorporating the ideas of 
both words going up and down and curves on the letters that make each letter look coherent. 
Furthermore, this became the prototype of the later iteration of the logo. After this, I moved to 
the digital format to make the logos in vectors in Adobe Illustrator. I tried several iterations to 
first, reinforce the continuity by adding the wavy lines that match up with the existing curve of 
the “w” and connect letters together; second, transform the straight lines into wavy lines to 
eliminate the misleading message (the “-” is like an accent symbol on top of the “o”), third, 
apply the upward and downward wave to avoid potential misunderstanding (the repeating 
downward curve of the “w” can be associate with human body curve).  
 
Figure 3.1 The final logo design of Iowa 
Lastly, to the final design of the logo (Figure 3.1) first, it makes use of the lower case “i” 
at the left beginning of the logotype to indicate a human figure leading in front, emphasized the 
value of humanity of Iowa. Second, it has an overall rounded lines and corners as the basic 
elements, representing a peaceful and harmonious lifestyle in Iowa. Third, it has two wavy lines 
on the top and bottom of the logo, which have several representations of the Iowa value. The top 
shorter wave is a representation of movement and energy that could be associated with the 
diversity and vitality of Iowa. The bottom longer wave is a representation of the rolling hills 
landscape features in Iowa, which also indicates the landscape diversity of Iowa. Then the top 
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and bottom wave together represents the two major rivers(Mississippi on the west side and 
Missouri on the east side) formed the boundary of Iowa. Then the color for the logo is merely 
monochrome black on lighter background and white on a darker background to be easy to apply 
to multiple media and maximize the readability and legibility. However, there are, in fact, more 
variations of the logo associated with the illustrations that I will mention and explain in Brand 
Application section. 
3.3 Illustration Development 
The illustration is the most extensive and time cunsuming part of the process as I am doing a 
series of illustrations that can represent Iowa comprehensively and creatively, and at the same time 
keep the brand identity coherent and within the same scope that I mentioned in the previous chapters.  
First of all, the illustration started with the observation of the surroundings as I am living 
in Iowa. This is, in fact, what I am doing every day in my life in Iowa, and started far early 
before my creative components started. Then I started to collect information about the contents 
of my illustrations and determine the framework. First came into my mind is what I already 
mentioned in the logo design, the rolling hills in the southern and northeast Iowa, and the water 
resource of rivers and lakes spread over Iowa. At the same time, I also start to take photo 
documentation of the scenes that I think are representational and inspirational for my project. 
Some of the photography documentation later became a fruitful reference to my illustrations. 
Otherwise, I also start research about the representational landmarks, locations, sceneries of Iowa 
and collect images and information about these places like the historical Iowa State Capitol 
building located in Des Moines downtown area; the iconic Bridges of Madison County appears 
in the movie in the same name; the Maquoketa Caves State Park and etc. 
After gathering the information, I start my thumbnail draft of the illustrations, and in the 
process of collecting and arranging the materials, I figured out that I could focus my illustration 
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on a variety of outdoor activities and landscape sceneries since the this is also an excellent 
reflection on what I am trying to express in my brand identity of humanity, diversity, and 
peacefulness. Since there I had a rough image of the six illustrations I am trying to create, a biker 
riding on the rolling hills, a boat floating on the river, a runner running in the night street, a 
person walking dog on the Des Moines street, then an airplane flying across the sunset sky, and 
the wind turbine spinning in the harvesting field.  
After determined the framework, I started to work on the illustration accordingly. Based 
on the thumbnail drafts, photography documentation, and materials I collected online. I moved to 
the digital format to first determined the artistic style that I would like to use. The first thing to 
mention is that instead of drawing physically on paper, I chose to use the digital drawing method 
by using the Apple Pencil to draw on an iPad in the Procreate application directly. The software 
and hardware can perfectly achieve the same visual goals just as the real drawing did and without 
physically possessing any of the drawing equipment. In order to visualize the humanity quality 
of my brand, I picked the risograph brush with a really rich detail of the noise texture. Then, I 
determined the color palette based on the existing scene and then consider a wide color range 
that can best demonstrate the diversity of Iowa. Then I started to work on the illustration stroke 
by stroke, piece by piece.  
Then I will explain every illustration in details about the intentions and ideas at the back 
of the series illustrations. 
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First is the Biker Riding on the Rolling Hills (Figure 3.2). The rolling hills are a typical 
landscape feature that could be found in the Southern Iowa Drift Plain as well as the Paleozoic 
Plateau (at northeast Iowa). The biker refers to the world’s largest bike-touring event, RAGBRAI 
(Register’s Annual Great Bicycle Ride Across Iowa) goes across Iowa annually.  
 
Figure 3.2 The series illustration one: Biker Riding on the Rolling Hills 
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Second is the Antique Airplane in the Sunset Sky (Figure 3.3). This is a typical sunset in 
Iowa. There are 201 sunny days or partially sunny days in Iowa on a yearly basis. Crystal sky and 
glowing sunset light makes up a graceful and peaceful image. At the same time, I  incorporated a 
flying airplane break through the sunset cloud, which refers to the Antique Airplane Association, 
the oldest antique airplane association in the world located in Blakesburg, Iowa. 
 
Figure 3.3 The series illustration two: Antique Airplane in the Sunset Sky 
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Third is the Kayaking in the Lake Saylorville (Figure 3.4). The scene in the illustration is 
the Lake Saylorville, a reservoir on the Des Moines River near the Iowa Capital city Des Moines. 
The lake is also a significant portion of the Iowa flood control system. Otherwise, the lake has 
been utilized for many recreation activities in the central Iowa area, including camping, 
swimming, fishing, hiking, as well as boating and kayaking in the illustration. 
 
Figure 3.4 The series illustration three: Kayaking in the Lake Saylorville 
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Forth is the Wind Turbines on the Harvesting field (Figure 3.5). A classic scene when 
you are driving on the highway in the autumn of Iowa. Agriculture is the traditional core industry 
of Iowa, and cornfields are seen everywhere. On top of the land, we can see the giant Wind 
Turbines slowly spinning. The number of Wind Turbines in Iowa is ranked No.2, and more than 
42% of the electric power generated in Iowa comes from wind power, which ranked No. 1 in the 
United States. 
 
Figure 3.5 The series illustration four: Wind Turbines on the Harvesting field 
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Fifth is the Home Coming Car and Runner on the Foggy Road. (Figure 3.6) This is a 
foggy road in Iowa. In this illustration, I intend to show the changeable weather in Iowa. While 
there is a lot of sunny days, it could be burning hot in the summer and snowing for four months 
in the winter. The only one thing that does not change in Iowa is the passion of going outdoor, 
running on the street, or making a road trip in the country. 
 
Figure 3.6 The series illustration five: Home Coming Car and Runner on the Foggy Road 
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Sixth is the Dog-walking Under Des Moines Skyline. (Figure 3.7)This is the city skyline 
of Des Moines, which is the biggest city of Iowa, as well as the fastest-growing one in the 
Midwest. The Des Moines metropolitan area has an increase of 12,145 people from 2015 to 
2016. The city is very dynamic and vibrant, with a lot of exciting places to visit, including the 
iconic Iowa State Capitol, the currently tallest building in Iowa 801 Grand building, and more. 
 
Figure 3.7 The series illustration six: Dog-walking Under Des Moines Skyline 
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3.4 Brand Applications 
The first brand application I did is to integrate the logotype and the illustration together to 
create a series of logo variations with the illustration embed into the logo. In the outline of the 
logo shape, the illustration became abstract patterns that create a new layer of interest point. 
Moreover, this set of logo variations could interact with the illustration respectively, and have a 
wide range of usage in the applications. 
My brand application’s goals are to update the existing brand products mentioned in the 
background information and make them coherent under my newly designed brand identity 
system. The first application is the welcome sign system that can actually be attractive to the 
people who don’t know Iowa, and can be home welcoming for people of Iowa. So I applied the 
illustration together with the illustrative logotype to create six welcome signs in a series. They 
could be displayed in the different border of Iowa, based on the location of the scene on the 
illustration. For example, the Biker Riding on the Rolling Hills could be displayed at the 
northern-east border of Iowa. 
Besides, I designed a set of merchandise featuring the characters design within the 
illustrations (figure 3.8) that interact with the Iowa logotype. For instance, on one of the T-shirts, 
there is a biker riding on the wave line of the logotype. Another merchandise I designed is a set of 
postcards that have the illustration on one side and then the correlated logotype on the writing side. 
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Figure 3.8 The Character design from the series illustrations 
3.5 Brand Guide 
The brand guide (figure 3.9 – figure 3.22) is the last part of the design process, which 
puts all the design deliverables together to form a systematic material that can easily 
communicate the overall idea as well as every single aspect of the brand identity with others. On 
the other hand, brand guide is also a visual and written guidance for people who will potentially 
use the brand identity system in the future development of the brand. According to the design 
process, I first put the logo design and the basic attributes of the Iowa brand point by point aside 
from the breakdown of the logo. Then I added another page to demonstrate the variation and 
usage of the logo, and the assistive color palettes generated by the illustrations. After that, I 
displayed all the six illustrations as the body part of the design and added explanatory text beside 
the illustrations. Then I put the three sets of applications following the illustration. Last, I create 
a cover page that can best demonstrate the overlook of the brand  of Iowa state. 
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Figure 3.9 The Iowa brand guide book (page 1) 
 
Figure 3.10 The Iowa brand guide book (page 2) 
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Figure 3.11 The Iowa brand guide book (page 3) 
 
Figure 3.12 The Iowa brand guide book (page 4) 
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Figure 3.13 The Iowa brand guide book (page 5) 
 
Figure 3.14 The Iowa brand guide book (page 6) 
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Figure 3.15 The Iowa brand guide book (page 7) 
 
Figure 3.16 The Iowa brand guide book (page 8) 
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Figure 3.17 The Iowa brand guide book (page 9) 
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CHAPTER 4.    CONCLUSION AND LIMITATION 
In today’s design environment, branding is one of the most influential parts as it is 
involved in a variety of business activities and create inestimable value to the company. This 
leads to a trend of more and more organizations, and even individuals join the world of branding. 
States, as the political unit, also join the world of branding, and we already saw some successful 
examples like the New York State branding. Therefore, I created a brand identity system for 
Iowa state as an efficient way to share and promote the values of Iowa. This brand identity 
system includes a logotype that represents the values of Iowa, a series of illustrations of the 
scenery of Iowa that demonstrate the key characteristic of Iowa, brand applications that could 
better deliver the core attributes of the brand, and a brand guide that helped to forge the brand 
identity system together. In the process of design, I learned about how to design in a broader 
scope (like a state) to serve a larger group of audience, as well as how to design a system 
cohesively by using correlated visual elements and variations. 
However, there is still some limitation within this project. First of all, is Practicality. This 
project as a state branding is relatively difficult to be put in practical use as it is only from a 
personal perspective of the individual. Second, the brand application could be more dynamic, 
and potential applications could be products related to local cultures like the agricultural product 
and etc.  
In the future, I hope the brand identity system could be developed further and then put 
into use practically to share and spread the value of Iowa. 
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